
 

Although we are a small, close-knit team, we realised that there wouldn’t be a ‘one 
size fits all’ approach to this project. We are all very different people, with very 
different teaching styles – a reflection of the widely differing range of learners and 
learning styles we see in our classes. Here, each member of staff has outlined and 
evaluated the approach they took to the project. 

One of the approaches I took was using Powerpoint to create interactive online 
lessons. I chose to do this as it seemed like a really good way to create complete 
lessons and include activities which could be presented in a cohesive way and used 
both in online classes and outside the class independently by the students. Once 
they could access Teams through their college email, they would be able to open and 
use the Powerpoint. 

I used this approach with all of my classes, including an E1 Writing class that ended 
up being fully online. The response to these lessons while we used them together 
from this class was positive – they found them easy to follow and their interaction 
with the activities showed me that they were learning from the content of the 
lessons. 

Their independent use of the Powerpoints was more limited, as most of them were 
working only on mobile phones, so they were unable to use all the links to extra 
practice activities, and some of the activities were too small to see. I got around this 
by converting the presentation into an MP3 video which they could play on their 
phones to go through the content of the lesson, then I sent the links to activities 
separately via Teams. Later on in the course, I set quizzes and questionnaires based 
on the lessons using MS Forms, and as this is a very simple format for them to use 
and they can send their responses directly to me, this worked much better. When I 
take this approach again in future blended learning classes, I will use Forms more to 
make the lessons fully interactive and easy for all levels of students to access. 

 



 

 

As Angela did, I also wanted to develop the interactive PowerPoints. As my group of 
full time learners were only getting half of the English input in the classroom, I 
wanted something that would enable the learners to access the content they would 
otherwise be missing, as well as making it fun and interactive for the learners. I 
began by thinking about what I would normally do in one day with them, that I 
wouldn’t be able to do because of the social distancing situation, and created an 
interactive PowerPoint which covered everything that I would include in class as 
much as possible. I used links to reference material, games, quizzes and videos on 
the internet to explain content that would normally take quite a while in the lesson.  

As soon as I trialled this with my young learners, I realised that this was 
overwhelming for students who are not used to independent study. When I began 
sending the whole PowerPoint, with instructions to complete two or three slides at a 
time, I saw a lot more success. Students were enjoying the lessons and making 
progress in the skills tested with a summative assessment at the end of the topic. 
Additionally, when we moved to fully online teaching during lockdown 3, I was able to 
use the interactive PowerPoints in the online lessons, teaching some of the slides to 
bring in more speaking and interaction between students and setting some of the 
slides as independent study for flipped learning or as a follow up to the lesson. This 
was hugely successful and definitely something I would look to repeat if the 
situation was such that we had to return to online teaching.  

After discussing with another teacher who had trialled some of the resources I had 
created, I realised that I had made an assumption that learners would understand 
how to use hyperlinks to the internet. This realisation led to the inclusion of a short 
demonstration video at the beginning of each PowerPoint on how to use the 
resource effectively.  

Seeing the success I was having with the interactive PowerPoints, I had the idea of 
creating something similar which could be used as an introduction to an online or 
blended learning course. It was aimed at learners new to the college during 
lockdown, to enable them to get online and study without having their teacher there 
in the room to support them. My idea is to continue to use this tool when we 
continue with our blended learning plan in September as an induction to the 
vocabulary and as reference material available anytime to students. As the total of 
this is very large, teachers could choose to send out a few slides at a time, whilst 
uploading the entirety to Teams for use as reference. I am hoping that it will work 
well in conjunction with the latest IA that has been developed.  

 



 

My approach - identify the needs and teach the skills to access synchronous 
lessons, resources and learn to use Class Notebook. 

Identify areas for improvement - I emailed the link for the IA to my learners’ personal 
email addresses which they completed using Microsoft Forms. The idea was to look 
at the skills gap and facilitate in narrowing it.  

Once all the learners had completed and submitted the form, I then proceeded to 
identify the needs of each learner. For instance, if someone said they couldn’t use 
the ‘@’ symbol we practised this in class. I noticed that the new cohort of learners 
were unable to log into their college email account and thus were unable to use 
Teams.  

Subsequently, I created a set of simple instructions which was emailed along with a 
phone call to ensure they had received the instructions and were confident in logging 
into the system. Any further questions were answered during the synchronous 
lessons along with demonstrations to recap.  

Result - the majority of learners logged into their online class area and felt more 
confident in using email and logging into Teams.  

Thereafter, students connected using their mobile phones or laptops. ILP targets 
were recorded for those learners who were still having difficulty logging in due to 
connectivity issues or equipment. Two learners were unable to access the lessons 
online due to a lack of internet and resources such as a smartphone, tablet or laptop. 
This posed a problem though those learners were sent work packs to ensure 
continuity. 

The link between language skills and digital skills needed addressing and as a result, 
the team created various ‘How To’ PowerPoint audio presentations with simple icons 
to facilitate comprehension. This led to a better understanding of lessons which they 
could revisit in their own time.  

Learners built on their skills in every lesson by using different features, such as the 
chat box, background effects, clicking on links via the chat box and returning to the 
main room. They also used emojis to show how they felt. The writing classes used 
the collaboration tool to complete writing tasks. This was quite useful in developing 
the learner’s reading and writing skills. 

We used breakout rooms in MS Teams to pair/group students for tasks. This worked 
well and as lessons progressed, learners were better prepared for tasks. I used 
Quizizz as an assessment tool to inform future learning which also addressed the IA 
point of clicking on links. I focused on using Class Notebook as a tool for homework 
tasks and feedback. Each learner was given a digital skills target to focus on so that 
they could build on their skills.  

When I felt students were more confident, I created a PowerPoint audio with step by 
step instructions on how to access Class Notebook which was shared with the 



 

 
learners and within our team. Below is a case study of how a learner used 
ClassNotebook . 

Overall, my focus was more on using a platform that was simple, effective and a tool 
that could be used for synchronous and asynchronous learning- That is Microsoft 
Teams and One note.  

 



 

Entry level learners aged 16-18  

During last summer we all realised that Coronavirus would be here with us for a 
while and we started preparing class-work for a situation we had never experienced 
before so where to start was a dilemma. 

I made a virtual classroom to help students feel they were in a familiar place – I 
copied colour schemes and styles of furniture from our real classroom and put my 
avatar in there too. 

I also made a Powerpoint presentation for learners -offering guidance and exploring 
different apps and programmes that we would use during the academic year. 

 

My plan was somewhat deviated as our young learners received a tablet for their 
personal use – to take home and use for joining Teams for online learning. From this 
point in time the apps and programmes available on the tablets directed me what to 
teach the learners. I had one request for the IT department and that was to add an 
avatar app to the tablets to make learning more engaging for young learners.  

Having tablets was a fantastic event! Tablets allow students to access their work 
with a 4 digit pin number – and this made computing life so much easier than having 
to log into college systems with their details: passwords, capital letters and spelling - 
all correctly typed in -which ESOL students struggle with, get frustrated about and 
then lose interest in the task. My Guidance and Technology presentation was re-
edited with more exciting apps like the QR code which is valuable outside of the 
ESOL classroom too. 

As lockdown loomed nearer, we covered the basics of using tablets to enable online 
learning and revisited my ever-growing Guidance and Technology PowerPoint 



 

several times so that language surrounding technology became familiar. It helped 
recap learning and show how far students had travelled in a short time. Learning 
Teams was a challenge for myself and learners and that is an ongoing event. 

I will use the same presentation again with future students as it was lively and fun as 
well as instructive. I sent it to learners as a video so they can look back for specific 
pieces of information -like ‘how to’ do something. Using avatars also helped learners 
engage in their learning because they were in the centre and it was fun. I know it 
helped develop students’ IT skills enormously: follow instructions to make an avatar 
and use in an email or, attach presentations and photographs to emails; are not 
tasks I would normally expect from Pre-Entry Level learners.

 

Of course, there were disappointments too - that was predominantly concerning the 
number of students who did not have internet at home and who therefore, were 
unable to join online learning events. 



 

To address the results of the IA from my students, I decided to use Microsoft Teams 
in the classroom as well as for remote independent guided study. I also felt it would 
be necessary to prepare my learners for the possibility of a further lockdown and all 
learning being moved online. By using Teams, Moodle, college email, office 365 in 
each class I hoped to counter the lack of knowledge and digital skills amongst my 
adult learners and to increase the confidence in their digital skills of my 16-18-year-
old learners. By embedding the use of Teams into every class I also hoped to reduce 
the number of paper resources needed in the classroom. 

Wi-Fi and language settings 

The start of the lesson is always to ensure whichever devices learners are using to 
access Teams, mainly smart phones for adults and a combination of smart phones 
and tablets for the Bridging students, are connected to the College Wi-Fi. Once 
connected for the first time, most devices automatically reconnect to the Wi-Fi but a 
few need manual reconnection each time. The first difficulty in connecting to the Wi-
Fi is students understanding the instructions: 

 

The instructions are not user friendly for ESOL students and this is generally 
complicated further by the majority of students having their phones set to their 
native language. Some students do not know how to change the set language on 
their phones to English to allow me to help them connect to the internet. Whilst every 
iPhone uses exactly the same operating system regardless of the model, Android 
devices vary enormously and it’s thanks to being able to Google user guides for the 
different makes and models that I was able to change a Hungarian student’s phone 



 

from her language to English to connect to the internet. Being able to switch 
between languages on their devices is something I didn’t anticipate students 
needing to know- students obviously need to be able to use their devices in their own 
languages to communicate with friends and family but they also need to be able to 
write in English on Teams class notebook. This is a step that needs to be practised 
for a few students and I encouraged them to make a written record of the steps 
needed to change between languages on their chosen device. A further task for me 
before I teach the next cohort will be to simplify the connecting to Wi-Fi instructions. 
Students need to know their username and password to be able to connect to Wi-Fi 
– I used the following slide to support connecting to Wi-Fi. 

 

Errors frequently occurred with spelling of wakecoll, students moving house and 
trying to use a new post code rather than the one college had on file and errors with 
typing. 

Most students managed this without too many problems. I had to troubleshoot for 
two students in my most recent adult cohort as they had already downloaded the 
app and set it up with a non-college email address as they had had their initial 
assessment online. In order to access the class group and features students need to 
use their college email address.  



To help them with this I used the following slide:  

 

Students again struggled to type accurately but with support all were able to 
successfully access the class Teams page. 

To be able to use all of the Office365 features and be able to use the interactive 
PowerPoints the Team devised, it’s essential learners log in to the College Moodle 
and not just open Teams app. During lockdown I created a narrated PowerPoint 
which I converted to video to demonstrate how to do this. I used the video in class to 
show my new cohort of adults how to do this: 

 



 

When I first started using Teams in class, the logging on process could take up to 
20-30 minutes to get all students set up and logged onto Teams. It now rarely takes 
longer than 1-2 minutes with most classes, including the latest adult cohorts that 
started in late April 2021. With the visual aids, repetition of the actions and language 
needed (click, type, open, link, scroll up, scroll down, go back, double click, drag and 
drop etc) the students are able to access the learning materials not just in the class 
when we have used them but also later at home to repeat and reinforce their 
learning. Students who couldn’t send text messages or emails are now able to send 
private messages or group messages via the Teams chat function: 



 

 

 

In the first class with my most recent adult cohort, I spent the first session doing the 
IA tool then demonstrating and using the Teams features that I find most useful and 
that the students would need to be able to use in order to complete their homework.  

They followed the link and were able to access and complete the form because they 
were logged into Teams via College Moodle:  



 

 

 

I then demonstrated clicking links to access websites and completing the work there 
and sending screenshots as evidence, leaving emojis and comments. 

Screenshots of completed independent work: 

 

 



Students have also been able to type their answers under a resource when they were 
unable to attend the class: 

 

By using Teams to teach every class, I have been able to address many of the issues 
that were highlighted by digital skills IA. All of my students can now use their college 
emails, use college moodle, log into Teams, send group and private chat messages, 
access an online class, follow links from General Teams channel to websites and 
complete the work set, they can take screenshots of the work they have completed 



 

 
and send me their evidence. They can also use Google to look up the meaning of 
words using Google images and Collins dictionary. They can now access Word by 
using the apps button on Teams and type their responses to questions and create 
PowerPoints and attach their work to emails and send to me: 

 

My next steps will be to address their knowledge of usernames and secure 
passwords by getting them to register for accounts for various websites using their 
emails and setting their own safe passwords. I will also be teaching my Bridging 
students how to narrate their own PowerPoints. I will get students to create 
PowerPoints- asking questions which they will send on to another student who will 
record themselves answering the questions. They will send it back to the original 
student who will mark the work.  

  



One of the approaches I used for our project was completing different English 
language tasks via interactive worksheets. These sheets could be created by the 
educator or could be used directly from the ‘Liveworksheets’ website. The 
worksheets are available by subject, topic, skill, grammar point, etc. The worksheets 
are easily transferable to Microsoft Teams or emails, whichever platform is 
supported by the educational organisation. 

I chose this approach based on my personal experience with my Entry Level 3 
students. Some PowerPoint-based online lessons, which were developed by our 
team to cover various topics for different levels, seemed to have more information 
on the slides than they could handle. The different options took students ‘far away’, 
therefore students found it challenging to navigate back to the original slides.  

The slides I arranged, only had a picture and two hyperlinks on them. When students 
clicked on the links, it took them to the live worksheet I wanted them to complete. 
These were tailored to the particular group’s specific needs. 

 

Students enjoyed completing them, took screen shots when finished to show me 
their results or clicked on the option where they could send me the results in emails 
which was also a brilliant way to show their engagement. 

In time, when students have gained more experience in using technology, I think the 
slides could get more complicated and our students will be able to manage a higher 
level of IT-based tasks. 

Students really engaged with this approach and were keen to provide feedback. The 
email from one of my students is an example of how engaged they became. 



 

 


